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The Event-Dependency or Plural NPs 
Eun-Joo K wale 
Brown Umversity 
1 . Introduction 
Stnce plural NPs have been constdered in semantics, it has been generally agreed 
that the domain of individuals should include both atomic and plural individuals Link 
( 1984). however, argues that thiS domain is not rich enough to deal with a full range of the 
interpretations of plural NPs. Hence he postulates 'groups', higher-ordered entities 
constsung of sums of tndtvtduals, and propose that plural NPs are ambiguous between 
sum and group readings. Schwarzschild ( 1992) argues against the ambiguity of plurals, 
claiming that group readtngs are pragmatically driven readings. I argue that the pragmauc 
account cannot deal with all sorts of plural interpretations, supporting the semanuc 
dtstincuon of sums and groups with the morphological evidence of Korean plurals. I will 
review Link ( 1 984) and Landman ( 1989a, b)'s analyses of groups. and propose that the 
group readings of plural terms are partly determined by events 
2 . The ambiguity of Plurals 
In thts secuon, I consider whether the domain of atomic individuals and sums is suffictent 
to deal with the interpretations of plural NPs. I will summanz.e Ltnk ( 1 984) and Landman 
( 1 989a)'s arguments for higher-ordered entities of 'groups' and revtew Schwarzschild 
( 1992)'s argument against it. I will argue for groups, considering the plural morphology of 
Korean. 
2 .  1 The Properties or Plurals 
Plurals in general are subject to two properties, namely a 'cumulative reference' and an 
'involvement' properties. First. Quine ( 1 960) has observed that plurals follow a cumulauve 
reference property such that if there are two enuties to which a plural term applies, this 
plural applies to their sum as well. For example, if Brown and Smith have a property 
'accepting the proposal', and Kim and Jones also have the same property, then the property 
of accepting the proposal takes a sum of the four individuals in its denotation. Thus (I  c) is 
entailed by (Ia) and ( l b) together. 
( 1 )  a. Brown and Smith accepted the proposal. 
b. Kim and Jones accepted the proposal. 
c .  Brown, Smith, Kim and Jones accepted the proposal. 
165 
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Second, Landman ( 1 989a) observes that plurals are subject to an involvement propeny 
�uch that given a statement with a plural, it is entailed that each atomic individual of the 
plural is involved in the event of the statement. For instance, (2a-b) entail that Brown, 
Sm1th, Kim and Jones each are involved in accepting the proposal or meeting in the bar. 
(2) a. Brown, Smith, Kim and Jones accepted the proposal. 
b.  Brown, Smith, K1m and Jones met in the bar. 
2 . 2  Areuments for the Ambiguity of Plurals 
2 .  2 . 1 The Group Readincs of Collection Terms 
Landman ( 1989a) argues that collection terms such as comminu do not obey the properties 
of plurals. First, according to the cwnulative reference property, it is predicted that (3a) and 
(3b) together do not entail (3c) and (3d) in the situation that Committee A consists of 
Brown, Smith, Kim, and Jones. 
(3) a. Brown, Smith, and Kim accepted the proposal. 
b .  Jones did not accept the proposal. 
c. It Brown, Smith, Kim and Jones accepted the proposal. 
d.  Committee A accepted the proposal. 
Since Jones does not have the propeny of accepting the proposal. the predicate acupt th� 
proposal cannot apply to a sum of the four individuals. The different acceptibilities of (3c) 
and (3d), however, show that the cumulative reference propeny applies to (3c), but not to 
(3d). This implies that Committu A has a different interpretation from a sum of its 
members. 
Second, collection terms are not subject to the involvement property, either. 
(4) a. Committee A meets tn room 10 1 .  
b.  Brown, Smith, and Kim meet in room 1 0 1 .  
(4a) does not entail that each member of Committee A is involved in t he  meeting, 
contrasting with (4b). Thus (4c-d) sound awkward even in the situation that one of it� 
members, say Jones. does not attend the meeting, but (4e) does not. 
(4) c. It Jones, and Brown. Sm1th, Kim and Jones do not meet in room 1 0 1 .  
d. It Jones and the committee members do not meet in room I 0 1 .  
e .  Jones and Committee A do not meet in room 1 0 1 .  
Thi shows that the denotation of Committu A 1s not identical to a sum of its members, but 
rather it should be some other entity which is not subject to the properties of plurals. 
Link ( 1984) and Landman ( 1989a. h) postulate higher-ordered entities of 'groups' 
for this purpose. Generated from sums, groups act as atoms, and may have properties of 
their own that arc not inherited from sums of their members. Since groups are atoms, they 
do not have proper subpans, and thus are not subject to the entailments about su�parts, 
namely the cumulative reference and involvement propenies. In this new domaJn, the 
acceptahihty differences of (3c-d) and (4c-e) arc accounted for in terms of the atomic nature 
of the collection term and the sum mterpretauons of their members. 
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2. 2. 2 The G roup Readings of Plural Terms 
Lmk ( 1 984) and Landman ( 1 989a) maintain that group readmgs are not restricted to 
collection tenns, but apply to plural tenns as well The structural interpretations of 
collective predicates show that plural NPs may not follow the involvement property. For 
instance, (5) has three interpretations as in (6) 
(5) The Leitches and the Latches hate each other. 
(6) a .  
b 
c .  
The sum of individuals i n  the Leitches and the Latches hate each other. 
The Leitch� hate each other and the Latches hate each other 
The family of the Leitches and the family of the Latches hate each other. 
(6a) IS general hatred among the people of the lc1tches and the Latches regardless of the 
family lines, and (6b) is a family internal hatred readmg. Finally, (6c) IS about hatred 
between the two families. (6a-b) have entailments for each member of the families such that 
each member hates some other member(s) in the families m (6a) and m the same family tn 
(6b). On the other hand, (6c) does not entail that each member of the Leitches hates the 
Latches, and vice versa, which shows that (5) in the reading of (6c) is not subjecd to the 
involvement property. Th1s means that (6a-b) are denved from the sum readmg of the 
subject NP of (5), while (6c) is derived from the group reading of the NP. 
I argue that some plural NPs are not subject to the cumulauve reference property. 
(7) The professors of the math department disagreed w1th the professors of the applied 
math deparunent about the conference room. 
Suppose that the faculty of the math depa.rtrnent consists of professors Pt .  P2· and P3· and 
that of the applied math department is comprised of P3· p4, and P5· In this situation, (7) 
sounds perfectly natural, construed thllt the faculties of the two departments disagreed 
about the conference room. Let us assume that plural tenns have only sum readings. The 
sum interpretations of the plurals in (7), i.e., (8a), entails (8b-d), distributing the 
interpretation of the predicate to the denotation of the subject NP. 
(8) a. 
b. 
c .  
d. 
e. # 
Pt.  P2. P3 disagreed with pJ, p4, P5 about the conference room. 
Pl disagreed with pJ, p4, P5 about the conference room 
P2 disagreed with pJ, p4, P5 about the conference room. 
P3 disagreed with pJ, p4, P5 about the conference room. 
P3 disagreed with P3 about the conference room. 
Since the object NP is also interpreted as a sum, it entails individual disagreements between 
the professors of the two departments. Given that, part of the entailments is the self­
contradictory reading of P3 as in (8e). Considering the fact that (7) has no contradictory 
flavor, however, (8e) does not seem to be a right entailment of (7). This means that the 
sum interpretations of the plural NPs in (7) are not appropriate, and that plural tenns should 
be ambiguous between sum and group readings like collection tenns. 
2 . 2 . 3  Puzzle 
Following Link ( 1984) and Landman ( 1989a), I have argued for the group interpretations 
of collection and plural tenns. More careful consideration, however, reveals that the 
arguments of section 2.2. 1 and 2.2.2 are not consistent If plural tenns are ambiguous 
between sum and group interpretations, a list of committee members may denote a group in 
one reading, and stands in the same status as the committee. This predicts that a list of 
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people m (3c) and (4c-d) may be exempted from the cumulative reference and involvement 
properues, and the awkwardness of the sentences should be fine in that reading. But those 
sentences are strongly biased to sum interpretations, and do not seem to entail the 
amb1guity as defended in (.5) and (7). Then the question is how to reconcile the strong sum 
readings of plurals in one case and the group readings of the other. 
2 .  3 Argument against the A mbiguity 
Some researchers including Schwarzschild ( 1 992) do not accept the status of groups, but 
argue that sums are enough for the interpretations of plurals. Schwanschild ( 1992) argues 
that first. those predicates that provide evidence for group interpretations are 'inherently 
reciprocal' predicates. Thi.s is shown by the equivalence of (9a) and (9b) in group readings. 
(9) a. The cows and the pigs were separated. 
b. The cows and the pigs were separated from each other. 
Second, the grouping of a reciprocal sentence may be available only through context in 
some cases. For example, the most natural interpretation of ( 10) is that pigs belonging to 
Smith should be separated from pigs belonging to Jones. 
( 10) Farmer Smith and Farmer Jones said that although their cows could stay together, the 
pigs should be separated. 
In view of the fact that the ownership of the pigs is not represented by the subject NP but 
delivered by context. it is concluded that the group reading of the predicate may be available 
w1thout re.sorting to the group reading of the NP. Given that. the group readings of plurals 
arc less supported by inherent reciprocal predicates. 
Based on this, Schwar1.sch1ld attributes the non-equivalence of ( 1 1  a) and ( 1 1  b) to 
the Griccan maxim. 
( I I ) a. The cows were separated. 
b.  The old cows and the young cows were separated. 
If the sentence docs not concern the separation of the old cows from the young cows, the 
choice of the subject in ( I I  b) violates the max1m of quantity 'to be brief. Thus the subject 
NPs of ( I  l a-b) arc semantically equivalent, but the apparent group reading of ( I I  b) is due 
to the pragmatic constnunt. Another source of group specification is the occurrence of an 
adverbial such as by age. 
( 1 2) a. The cows were separated by age. 
b. {?) The old cows and the young cows are separated by age. 
G1ven the equ1valence of ( I I  b) and ( 1 2a), it seems that the occurrence of the adverbial in 
( 1 2a) prov1dcs the same information as the choice of the subject NP in ( 1 1  h). Th1s is 
further attested by the fact that when the partition of the adverbial accords with the choice of 
the subject NP as in ( 1 2b), it induces redundancy, and thus the oddness of the sentence. 
I agree with Schwarzschlld in that the group readings of NPs may be affected by 
context or pragmatics to some extent. However, I am not quite convinced that aJI group 
readings may be replaced by the partition of a sum in accord with context or pragmatics. 
For example, it 1s not clear how to derive the group readmg of ( J  3) from the sum 
mterprctauon of the subJect NP. 
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( 1 3) The profeuors in the math depanmena and the professon in the applied math 
deplnment cliupeed about the conference room. 
Suppose that the math department has professors P I · P2· and P3 and the applied math department bu P3· P4• and ps. In this situation, one way to aet the aroup readina is to 
partition the sum, i.e., to dtvide the sum into subsums without allowinJ overlappinJ 
elements. It twn1 out to be impossible, however, to partition the sum Pt +P2+p]+p.-+ps 
into two fiCUlties, since P3 cannot be included in both of the panitioned parts. Another way 
is to aet a cover readinJ of the sum, i.e., to divide the sum, allowina overlappinJ elements. 
A sum of the professon may be divided into two coven Pl +P2+P3 and P3+p.-+ps. whic:h 
feeds into the inaerpretation that professon Pt +P2+P3 and rrofesson P3+P4+Ps diJaareed 
about the conference room. Althouah the cover readina o the subject seems to induce a 
aroup interpretation, this yields a self-c:onlradictory readina such that P3 and p3 disagreed 
about the conference room due to the cumulative reference propeny. Thus it lS cone: fueled 
that the domain of sums only is not rich enouJh to deal with the mterpretations of plurals. 
l .  4 Morpholopcal Evidence for lhe Ambipily in Korean 
If the JfOUP radinp of plunls are a pnamatic problem but not a semantic issue, we may 
not expect that there is any lanauaae which distinauishes between sums and aroups 
morpholoaically or syntactically. However, the plunl morpholoJY of Korean �vides 
evidence 18ainst this prediction. The plunl morpholoJY of Korean is more fleuble than 
that of Enalish. A plunl NP such as ai 'children' may occur either with or without a 
nominal plunl marker '-1111' .  
( 14) ney-myena-uy &!·1111 four-Clus-Poss child-NPM 'four children' 
ney-myena-uy at four-Clus-Poss child 'four children' 
(where Cllw I&IDdl ror clllliftcr, Po11 ror poaeuive. llld NPM ror aomilll  plunl marker) 
It has been assumed that these two plural forms do not make any significant difference in 
semantics. Divene tests for plural forms u in ( I S), however, show that ai-tul i s  
understood u a sum of children, while ai dcnotca a aroup of children. 
( I S) a. Ney-myena-uy ai-1111-il*ai-i tokki-lul-1111 c:apusta. t 
rour.Clua-Pou chlld-NPM-Noml-chlld·Nom nbblt·PM capwred 
<wtwe PM ltiDdl ror plunl llllllllr) 
'Four children captured a rabbit each.' 
b. Ney-myena-uy ai-JIIl-imai-i han-myena-ssik ttenusta. 
rour-clua-Pou child·NPM·Noml-chlld·Nom oae-Cluwach left 
'Four children left one by one.' 
c. Ney-myena-uy ai-1111-imai-i (.elo) talun kyelkwa-lul etessta. 
row� c:hlld-NPM-Nomn?chlld-Nom (ach other) diffeteDI rault·Aa: aot 
'Four children Jot different results (from each other).' 
d .  Ney-myena-uy ai-JIIl-il*ai-i motwu tokki-lul c::apassta. 2 
rour..a...ro. chlld-NPM-Nomi'P'Pchlld·Nom all rabbit captured 
'Pour cbildren all c::aptured a rabbiL' 
Tbe predicate� of ( 1 5&-d) are stronaly biased to distributive readings. in which the 
predic:ata are predicaled of each atomic pan of the subject NP denotations. The 
u•�eeeptability of ai in ( I S) shows that it does not have proper subparts to induce the 
1 1t. llllllllllw _.., -i Ia ..U.S u .U. rollowial a vowel . (c ... , ai..U) I wlll lporc this variation rar a 
.... ....... .. 
I M II' .. ...... ti&J of lOlled quudften lUCia u llll, IIIDIWII, etc., * Dowty ( 1986), LIDlt (1986), 
..... ,IJI7). llll ltwak (l995). 5
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these groups arc related to j+m+k by the member specification function. Thus the domain 
includes sums and groups, and they arc related by the funcllons. 
3. 2 Problems with Link ( 1 984) and Landman ( 1 989a) 
Though Link's intuition about groups is on the right track, the domain of individuals 
defined by i and ..1. is not appropriate to deal with relations between diffrent groups, and 
relations between groups and sums. First, in his domain, both an established group like Jht 
tdiJorial board and a derived group like John. Mary and Kim are pnmitive groups. This 
means that both of the groups will have a equal chance to be construed as a group. Then, it 
is not accounted for why ( 19b) is more likely to be subject to the cumulative reference and 
involvement properties than ( 1 9a). 
( 19) a. The editorial board accepted the papers. 
b.  John, Mary and Kim accepted the papers. 
Second, since Link postulates different groups for an established and a derived 
groups of the same members, e.g., Jht tditorial board and i(j+m+k) in ( 1 8), there is no 
direct mapping relation between the two groups. However, if a context provides enough 
information for the group readmg of ( 1 9b) such that John, Mary and Kim met as the 
editorial board and accepted the papers, ( 1 9b) is equivalent to ( 19a). This is shown by the 
fact that even if one of the people, say John, was not involved in accepting the papers, 
( 19b) is acceptable in this context Thus an identity relation should be established between 
the two groups, but the domain of ( 18) does not capture it 
Thtrd, when two distinct groups are generated from the same members, Link's 
analysis cannot distinguish them as separate groups. In the situation that John, Mary and 
Kim constitute both the thesis committee and the editorial board, a group of John, Mary, 
and Kim acts as the thesis committee in (20a), but as the editorial board in (20b). 
(20) a. John, Mary and Kim passed the thesis. 
b. John, Mary and Klm discussed papers submitted to the journal. 
According to Link, however, there IS only one group for the plural, i.e , i(J+m+k). The 
identity of the groups m (20) leads to a more senous problem, when two predicates takjng 
different groups are conjoined. 
(21)  John. Mary and Klm passed the thesis and discussed papers submitted to the JOurnal. 
In (21 ), the first conjunct provides the property of a group of John, Mary and Klm as the 
thesis committee, while the second eonJunct concerns the property of the group as the 
edito.rial board. Since only one denved group IS posited for John. Mary and Kim, it cannot 
prov�de a proper group reading for each of the conJuncts Thus the clash of different group 
readrngs for one subject NP is not resolved in Link's system. 
3 . 3  Landman ( 1 989b) 
Landman ( 1989b) argues that the extensional domain defined by L1nk ( 1 984) IS not 
appropria!e to deal with problems around groups. Suppose that a given domam mcludes 
only two Judges, John and Bill, and that they are the only hangmen. In this situation, the 
truth of (22a) does not necessarily entail the truth of (22b), because (22a) asserts that the 
judges John and Bill are on strike as judges. but may not as hangmen. 
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(22) a. The judges are on strike. 
b. The hangmen are on strike. 
In the extensional domain, however, since the denotation of the judges is identical to that of 
the hang�n as shown in (23), (22a) is wrongly predicted to be equivalent to (22b). 
(23) ([i(<nUudges'(x)))] = ([i(<n(hangmen'(x)))J = ((i(j+b))) 
Landman maintains that the non-equivalence of (22a) and (22b) are attributed to the 
restrictive aspects of groups. For example, a group of the judges in (22a) IS not construed 
simply as a group of John and Bill, who are the members of the group. Rather, it is a 
group of John and Bill a� judges. Thus he argues that the problem of Link's analySIS may 
be resolved in the intensional domain. 
In Thomason (1980)'s intensional logic, basic types are the type e of individuals and 
the type p of propositions. So propos1llons are taken as primitives rather than functions 
from possible worlds to truth values, and properties are propositional functions of type 
<e.p>. By the same token, John is a generalized quantifier, denoting a set of properties that 
John has. Based on this. Landman argues that individuals may be restncted by some 
aspects or properties. For example, John as a judge denotes a set of properties that John 
has as a judge rather than all the properties he has. Thus he defines a restrictive tenn like 
John as a judge as follows. 
(24) a. If x is a tenn of type e and P is a predicate of type <e,p>, then x 1lP is an 
expressiOn of type <<e,p>,p>. 
b. x1lP is interpreted as a set of properties that x has under the aspect of P. 
An tndJvtdual may be restncted by some property, whtch is represented by the operator fl, 
and a restricted individual denotes a set of properties that the indtvidual has under the aspect 
of the restricting property. 
Gtven the nouon of a restncted individual, a group of the judges in the intensional 
domain denotes a set of properties that a group of the judges has under the aspect of 
Judges. Thu:. we may have dtfferent groups that are generated from the same members. 
(25) a. [[the judges]) = i(txUudges'(x)J}1l(AxUudge'(x)J) = i(j+b)fl(AxUudge'(x))) 
b. ([the hangmen]) = i(tx(hangmen'(x)])1l(i..x[hangman'(x)]) 
= i(j+b)tl(i..x(hangman'(x))) 
Although both a group of the judges and a group of the hangmen take John and Bill as 
members, they are restncted by different properties. Therefore (22a) and (22b) are· not 
equiValent an the rntens10nal domarn. 
3 .  4 Problems with Landman (1989b) 
Landman (1989b)'s notion of restricted mdiv1duals provides a better account for some of 
the problems that Lmk (1984) and Landman (1989a) have. However, Landman ( 1989b) 
does not make rl clear how mdrviduals are re tncted, when there are no sal1ent properttes 
tnferred from the andrvtduals. For example. It IS not easy to rdenufy a proper restncted 
mdlVldual for John, Mary and Krm Suppo e that an 1mphc1t restnctor for thts NP may be 
8
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detennincd by context in this case. Given that, the implicit rcstrictor of the subject of (26a) 
is 'the thesis committee' and the re5trictor of the subject of (26b) is 'the editorial board', 
(26) a. John, Mary and Kim passed the thesis. 
b .  John, Mary and Kim discussed papers submitted to the journal. 
Then it is explained why (26a) and (26b) are not equivalent in their group readings, and 
why (26a) is equ1valent to tht thtsis committ t passtd tht thtSis in the group reading. 
However, when the predicates of (26) are conjoined as in (27}, Landman's analysis 
has the same problem as Link's. 
(27) John, Mary and Kim passed the thesis and discussed papers submitted to the journal. 
If the subject NP is restricted by either the thesis committee or the editorial board, then it 
will incorrectly attribute the properties of the conjoined predicates to one of these restricted 
individuals. Or if it is restricted by both of the groups, it leads to a wrong interpretation that 
passing the thesis is a property of both the thesis committee and the editorial board. and 
similarly for discussing papers. Thus Landman does not account for the group mismatch 
problem. 
Another problem is that sometimes the restrictive property of an NP may not accord 
with the property of the predicate. 
(28) a. The judges are on strike as hangmen, not as judges. 
Landman provides a meaning postulate that a restrictive tenn x1lP takes P as a property. 
Given that, (28a) should be false, because the judgts denotes a set of properues that they 
have as judges, but the property of the predicate is not a property of judges. Contrary to the 
prediction, (28a) is acceptable. Notice that when the subject is explicitly restricted by the 
property of judges, the sentence is awkward as shown m (28b) 
(28) b.N The judges, as judges, are on strike as hangmen, not as Judges 
The acceptability contrast between (28a) and (28b) casts strong doubt on Landmar.'s 
proposal that the intensionality of a group comes from a restrictive property. 
4 .  Proposal 
4 .  1 Groups as Event-Dependent Individuals 
I consider the semantics of groups in the framework of event semantics. in which a 
predicate denotes a relation between nominal arguments and an event argument 
(29) John buttered the toast 
a. Classical account: 
b. Event semantics : 
butter'(t}G) 
3e[butter'(t)G)(e)] 
In the classical theory, butter denotes a relation between two individuals that stand in the 
buttering relation. According to Davidson ( 1967), however, predicates are assumed to have 
an extra argument slot of an event. 
9
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I argue that derived groups arc distinct from established groups in various ways. 
First, an established group such as the editorial board may change its members without 
changmg the adentity. 4 However, in the case of derived groups, the change of members 
necessarily leads to the change of the identity of the groups. A group of John, Mary and 
IGm cannot be identical to a group of John, Mary and Ball m any situation. This shows that 
the adenuty of an established group does not hinge on the identity of its members, whale. the 
identity of a derived group as affected by the conslltution of its members. Second, an 
established group is always identified as a group, while a derived group is not interpreted 
as a group out of context. A plural term such as John, Mary and Kim is strongly oriented to 
a sum rcadang, when a context or the property of its predicate docs require a group readmg. 
Thus the group reading of an established group as independent, whereas that of a derived 
group as dependent. Third. the identity of an established group is defined by itself and does 
not change dcpcndmg on the selectwn of a predicate, while a dcnved group may function 
as a dafferent group depending on the predacate. This shows that there is a dependency 
rclataon between a derived group and a predicate. Therefore, I conclude that established 
groups are andependcnt and have their own identities, hut derived groups depend on the 
property of the predicate to get a group reading. 
Based on these observations, I propose that an estabhshcd group is postulated as an 
impure atom and never understood as a sum of its members, while a derived group is 
generated from its members and the group identity is dependent on the event. Thus I 
redefine the group formataon funct1on i as a funcuon from mdivaduals to a funcuon from 
events to mdtvaduals (a.e., typed <e, <£, e>>). Given that, NPs arc divided into two 
cla.�scs. ordinary NPs typed e and event-dependent NPs, i.e., DNPs. typed <C. e>. Now a 
plural term such as John. Mary and Kim IS ambiguous between an NP of a sum reading 
and a DNP of a group readmg. 
(30) a. <"John, Mary and Kim", NP. j+m+k> 
b. <"John, Mary and Kam", DNP, A.c( i(j+m+k)(e))> 
In the �urn readmg, John, Mary and Kim h a sum of individuals, while in the group 
reading, it denotes a set of events whach involve a group consisting of John, Mary and 
Kim. Thus in a group reading, a list of indivaduals specif1es the members of a group. and 
an event selects one group out of mulltple potential groups that consist of those individuals. 
To see how it works, let us suppose that John. Mary and K1m constitute the thesas 
commme  and the editonal board, and that they passed the thesis at e1 as the thesas 
committee, and d1scussed papers submitted to the journal at e2 as the editorial board. ln this 
situation, the domain of indaviduals wall look hkc (31). 
(3 1 )  
-
- - ---_-_-_ - j+m+k 
/ �G+m+k)(co ) / tG+m+k)(c,) 
.. J, 
Thcsas C Ednonal B 
� 
j+m j+k m+k 
t --�/ /I 
J m 
4 Tlus pomt 1s also made by Lmk ( 1 984), Landman (19 9a) and Barker (1994) Howcver, lhcy do not nouce 
the d1ffcrcnccs between a dc:nvcd and an cstahh\hed groups 10
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Since an established group is assumed as an atom just like John or Mary, the domain 
includes two established groups as atoms, the thesis committee and the editorial board. A 
derived group A.e[f(j+m+k)(e)] is event-dependent in the present proposal, and thus it is 
not assumed as an atom but a function from events to groups. Thus when it occurs with an 
event about the thesis commiuee, it is mapped to the thesis committee. Similarly, if it is an 
event about the editorial board, the DNP is mapped to the editorial board. Notice that the 
established groups and their members are not related by the member specification function. 
Rather the relations are indirectly realized by a function of the derived group. Thus it does 
not go through the change of its identity due to the change of its members. 
Since NPs are divided into two classes, predicates are also systematically 
ambiguous as to the category of their nominal arguments. They may take either an NP or a 
DNP as an argument. For example, a predicate such as pass the thesis is ambiguous in two 
ways as follows. (V is a category for a set of events) 
(32) a. <"pass the thesis", VILNP. A.M.e[pass_thesis'(x)(e))> 
b. <"pus the thesis", V/LDNP, AIA.e[pass_thesis'(x)(e))> 
When (32) applies to the interpretation of John. Mary and Kim in (30), the interpretations 
of (33) are derived as in (34). 
(33) John, Mary and Kim passed the thesis. 
(34) a. A.e[pass_thesis'(j+m+k)(e)] 
b. A.e[pass_thesis'(f(j+m+k)(e))(e)] 
Following Krifka ( 1989) and Bayer ( 1 99S), I assume that a declarative marker plays the 
role of the existential closure of an event. The application of a declarative marker to (34) 
yields (3S). 
(3S) a. 3e[pass_thesis'(j+m+k)(e)] 
b. 3e[pus_thesis'(f(j+m+k)(e))(e)] 
(3Sa) assens the existence of an event e in which a sum of individuals John, Mary and 
Kim passed the thesis, while (3Sb) assens the existence of an event e in which a group of 
John, Mary and Kim that is dependent on e passed the thesis. 
4 . l  Solrin1 the Problems 
In this scc:tion, I show how the current proposal accounts for the problems around groups. 
First, let us return to the puzzle of group interpretations. As observed in section 2.2, a 
collection term is always interpreted as a group, while a plural term tends to be understood 
as a sum. When an established and a derived groups are equally atomic individuals as Link 
( 1984) and Landman ( 1989a.b) argue, it is not clear why a derived group is more restricted 
in its JfOUP interpretation. In the current proposal, an established group is an atom, but a 
derived group is a function from events to individuals. Thus it is interpreted as a group, 
�nly when the event is a group event and licenses a group reading of its argument. For 
mstance, 
(36) a. 1be thesis committee passed the thesis 
b.  John, Mary and Kim passed the thesis 11
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(4 1 )  a. [(pass the thesis and discuss papers submitted to the journal)) 
= AlAe[ pass_thesis'(f)(c )) & AlAe[ discuss_papcrs '(f)( e)) 
= Af(Ae[pass_thcsis'(f)(e)) & A.e[discuss_papers'(f)(e))) (cj. (40d)) 
= AfAe[3ct3e2[e = et+e2 " pass_thesis'(f)(et) " discuss_papers'(f)(e2))) 
(cj. (40b)) 
177 
Since a DNP is typed <£, e>. the conjoined predicate does not have a base type e and is 
subject to (40d) to compose the intersection of the conjuncts. Since an event is another sort 
of individual, the type £ is treated just like e Gtven that, the conjuncuon of two sets of 
events is subject to (40b), according to which the conjuncuon is a join operation. Thus the 
conjoined predicate takes an event.dependent individual and an event to assert that there are 
two subevents that serve as arguments for the conjuncts. respectively. When the event­
dependent reading of John. Mary and Kim and a declarative marker apply to (4l a), (4 l b) is 
derived. 
(4 1 )  b. [[John. Mary and Kim passed the thesis and discussed papers submitted to the 
journal)) 
= 3e[3et3e2[e = et +e2 " pass_thesis'(i(j+m+k)(et))(et) " 
discuss_papers'(i(j+m+k)(e2))(e2)]] 
According to (4lb). the sentence asserts the existence of an event which has two subevents 
et and e2 such that et is an event of passing the thesis involving an event-dependent group 
of John, Mary and Kim. and e2 is an event of discussing papers involving an event­
dependent group of John, Mary and Kim. Notice that even if the two predicates take the 
same event .dependent individual, the identity of a group is partly decided by the events. In 
the most natural interpretation, i(j+m+k)(et) is mapped to the thesis committee, and 
i(j+m+k)(e t )  is mapped to the editorial board. Thus a DNP may be interpreted as a 
different group, occurring in a conJoined predicate. 
According to the present proposal, a real group mismatch case is that one conjunct 
takes a sum of individuals as an argument, and the other takes a derived group. Since a 
sum and a derived group are typed differently, those two predicates cannot be conjoined. 
This prediction is borne out, as shown by Korean sentences of ( 42). 
(42) a. Ney-myeng-uy pyencipca-tul-i/pyencipca-i hoiuy-lul hayessta. 
four-Ciass-Poss editor-NPM-Nom/eduor-Nom mceung-Acc held 
'Four editors held a meeting.' 
b. Ney-myeng-uy pyencipca-tul-i/?'!pyencipca-i cemsim-ul mekessta. 
four-Ciass-Poss edllor-NPM-Nom/eduor-Nom lunch had 
'Four editors had lunch.' 
c. Ney-myeng-uy pyencipca-tul-i/??pyencipca-i cemsim-ul mek-ko homy-lul 
hayessta. 
'Four editors had lunch and held a meeting.' 
The event type of 'hold a meeting' may take either a sum or a group, while the event type 
of 'have lunch' is strongly biased to a sum reading. When these two predicates are 
conjoined, only an NP with the NPM, which licenses a sum reading, may be taken as an 
argument. An NP without the NPM induces the group reading of one predicate but not the 
other, and thus the conjoined predicates end up with type mismatch 
13
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